There’s a problem.

Members of the Black, Latino/Hispanic, and Native American communities remain underrepresented in many prominent industries.

- **Lack of Accessibility**
  It is difficult to connect with companies and their HR teams, even when a company places a strong emphasis on diversity.

- **Limited Exposure**
  Many individuals lack exposure to the breadth of available roles and opportunities in the workplace.

- **Time Constraints**
  You have limited time and energy, which can make it difficult to commit to time-consuming minority career programs.

- **Understanding You**
  A resume simply doesn’t capture your whole story; there’s more to you than a one-page document.

Jopwell.com is here.

We tackle the challenges of diversity recruitment head on, providing companies with an effective platform for identifying, recruiting, and hiring highly skilled minority candidates.

- **Direct Messaging**
  By facilitating direct communication between HR personnel and potential hires, Jopwell facilitates active and efficient recruitment.

- **Educational Approach**
  Jopwell provides you with the opportunity to learn about a variety of industries and companies all on one site.

- **Minority Focused**
  Jopwell brings together companies that value hiring diverse candidates because they understand diversity in the workforce leads to stronger companies.

- **Available Opportunities**
  Jopwell helps you identify available job opportunities for internships, entry-level, and experienced positions directly on the employer page.

- **User Profile**
  Jopwell allows you to create a profile in under five minutes where you can do more than just include your resume - you can tell your story.